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Relationship in the CSDP



I.	Actors:	FAQs on	the	CSDP

• Origins

• Aims

• Actors	

• Governance

• Budget	

• Outcomes

• « Brexit »



Origins:	When was the	CSDP	born?

• 2 December 1998

• Outside the EU

• Bilateral Bargaining



Aims: What is the CSDP, and what are its
aims?



Institutional Actors: Who governs the CSDP?

• A civilian institution:
• The Political and Security Committee (PSC)

• Two military institutions:
• The EU Military Committee (EUMC)
• The EU Military Staff (EUMS)

• Other institutional bodies:
• European Defence Agency (EDA)



Governance: How does decision-making
work in the CSDP?
• Intergovernmental Institutions:	PSC,	EUMC,	EUMS,	EDA

• Chaired by	the	European External Action	Service	(EEAS)
• Directed by	the	Council	of	Ministers

• Intergovernmental Method
• Unanimity
• Not	Community Method:	‘ordinary legislative procedure’	(article	294	TFEU)

Jorge Domecq (EDA-SP)Gl Wolfgang	Wosolsobe
(EUMS-AU)

General	Michail	Kostarakos
(GR-EUMC)

Μιχαήλ	Κωσταράκος

Malta

Federica Mogherini
(EEAS-IT)

Jean-Yves	Le	Drian
(FR)

Ursula	von der	Leyen
(GE)



Budget: What are the financial resources of
the CSDP?

• EU Budget:
• 145 (1% EUR28’s GDP)

• CFSP-CSDP Budget:
• 8,4 (6%)

• CSDP Budget:
• 2006: 100; 2010: 280; 2014: 330
• For civilian missions only (not military operations)



Outcomes: What are the political
achievements of the CSDP?



« Brexit »:	the	end	of	the	CSDP?	

• The	UK	was not	a	key	player of	the	CSDP	

• The	UK	was a	« veto	player »	of	the	CSDP

• The	UK	will continue	to	develop strategic collaborations	with EU	MS		

A400M

Lancaster	House	Treaties (2010)



II. Positions: The CSDP in the 2017 French
Presidential Elections

1st	Round:	23	April 2nd Round:	7	May	



Election platforms in comparison: what are Le Pen
and Macron’s policy proposals for the CSDP?

• At the national level: a convergence

• Supporting a Gaullist foreign policy (« national
independence »)

• Increasing the national defense budget



Election platforms in comparison: what are Le Pen
and Macron’s policy proposals for the CSDP?

• At the international level: a deep divide

• At the European level: Le Pen: withdrawal vs. Macron:
deepening

• At the Transatlantic level: Le Pen: withdrawal vs. Macron:
status quo

« (…) establishment of a European defense fund to finance
common military equipment (…) and a permanent
European headquarters »

« To	leave the	NATO’s integrated command »

Macron

Le	Pen	



Two opposing positions	

• Le Pen in favor of a radical shift :
an autarkic policy
• Focused on the national level of
decision-making

• Macron in favor of a smooth
evolution: deepening European
cooperation
• Focused on the national and
European levels of decision-making



III. Issues: The future of the Franco-German
relationship in the CSDP

• Five	predictive variables	

• Three assumptions

• Five	suggestions



Five	predictive variables

• Inside the EU

• French Presidential Elections (May)

• British (June), French (June) and German (September) Legislative Elections

• Bargaining over the terms of the « Brexit » between the EU and the UK

• Outside the EU

• American foreign policy (Donald J. Trump): NATO and EU

• EU-Russia relationship



Three assumptions

• Political shift	(mainstream assumptions):	

• The	withdrawal of	the	CSDP:	the	end	

• The	deepening of	the	CSDP:	the	revival	

• Political continuity (my assumption):	

• The	status quo	of	a	weak CSDP	



Withdrawal from the	CSDP

• The end of the CSDP if:
• Le Pen is elected President

• But:
• Difficult for her to get a parliamentary majority

• And:
• The EU is resilient despite multiple crises: Eurozone crisis,
Schengen crisis, « Brexit », rise of populism, etc.



The	deepening of	the	CSDP

• The revival of a strong CSDP if:
• Macron is elected President, with a parliamentary majority,
• And, Schulz is elected Chancellor,
• And, Trump continues to contest the EU and to undermine NATO,
• And, Putin continues his agressive political attitude toward the EU
• And, terrorist attacks proliferate within the EU

• But:
• Difficult to foresee such a special political dynamic

• And:
• The supranational institutions, and especially the Commission, are
weak (i.e. Juncker): since 2000s, intergovernmentalism matters



The	status quo	of	a	weak CSDP

• Why?
• The rise of threats (Crimean War, 2014;
Terrorist Attacks, 2015)

• The pressure of the economic situation
(« Great Recession », 2008, and crisis of
Eurozone)

• The exit of one of the main EU member
states (« Brexit », 2016)

• à neither enough to kill the EU, nor
incentive enough to further integrate the
CSDP

• How can this inertia be explained?
• Crises drive pullback rather than change



Five suggestions for the future of the Franco-
German relationship in the CSDP

« I	am not	against Berlin,	I	am with Berlin.	
I	do	want to	work with Germany,	especially for	defense issues »,

Emmanuel	Macron,	27	April	2017,	on	TF1



Suggestion #1: Play the game inside the EU

• Forget waiting for an exogenous shock to prompt reform of the
CSDP. Such shocks include:
• President Trump’s continued undermining of Europe

• President Putin’s continued undermining of Europe

• The shock of another financial crisis

• Instead take seriously the idea that reform of the CSDP must
come from within the EU and the member states themselves:
• At the European level: F.Mogherini

• At the national level: E.Macron (if he is elected) & A.Merkel (+ Bundestag)



Suggestion #2: Promote all kinds of European
cooperation
• Forget the (dream of a) unified Europe and the discourse of
« European Power »:
• Forming one EU army

• « The EU has to speak with one voice »

• à The political reality is just too complex

• Take seriously differentiated European integration, i.e. a « variable-
geometry Europe »:
• Forming a military core of the EU through the « Permanent Structured
Cooperation » mechanism (articles 42 & 46 TEU)

• Acting simultaneously within bilateral, « minilateral » (Weimar Triangle) and
multilateral frames (EDA or OCCAR) inside and outside the EU and thinking
about how to articulate this multi-level governance (with NATO as well)

OCCAR:	Organisation	for	Joint	Armament Cooperation



Suggestion #3: Choose a « bottom-up »
approach
• Forget a « top-down » institutional approach:

• Creating a permanent European headquarters

• Writing an EU Defense White Paper

• à The toolbox is already large

• Take seriously a « bottom-up » approach
• Reserve positions in the French Ministry of Defense for German
civil servants and vice versa

• à Develop confidence and shared knowledge between France and
Germany by facilitating interactions



Suggestion #4: Reinforce the proper
resources of the EU

• Forget the idea that intergovernmental cooperation is
adequate because supranational institutions are useless

• Take seriously the proper resourcing of the EU
• Establish a European defense fund to finance common
military equipment



Suggestion #5: Go through the market

• Forget the narrow vision of the CSDP as a European
governmental-institutional reality

• Take seriously the industrial drivers of the CSDP:
• At the bilateral level (Franco-German)

• Krauss-Maffei and Nexter Defense Systems (KNDS)
• Tiger

• At the multilateral level
• Airbus Group
• A400M
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